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Motivation Letter

Dear Election Committee,
I would be delighted in being granted the chance to participate into the elections for the board of the
European Chamber of Commerce in South China. I took great pleasure to assume the position of Vice-
Chair of the Board of Directors between 2021 and 2023 and would want to ensure continuity in what we
have been doing with other members of the board in the last two years.
South China has been my area of operation for 15 years now, and I see a lot of potential being made
possible for investment and further development of European Business. It requires however to firmly
advocate and extend the expectation of our member companies to the competent local authorities and
within the community. A great deal of work has been achieved in such sense but I also see that more can
be done in a future terms since our message and respective responsibilities amongst the board
members get sharper and sharper.

Biography

Fabian Blake, is a Belgian National and currently holding the position of Managing Director of AMS
Assembly Foshan, a fully Dutch-owned company registered in the Pearl River Delta and offering
Manufacturing services in South China since 2003. Fabian has lived and work in China since 2008. In
these 14 years spent exclusively in South China, he has contributed to the operational development of
large corporations such as Eternit and managed much smaller Chinese business units active in
Engineering services offering added value services to European customers. AMS Group currently
employs 90 employees, out of which 80 are located in our facilities of Foshan and ShenZhen. AMS Group
is active in the development, manufacturing and assembly of connected devices. Our customers are
mostly located in Europe. Fabian has also taken the role of a Member of the board in the Benelux
Chamber of commerce between 2013 and 2016.


